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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Peter Merola on Roxanne Meadows, “youre a liar and full of shit !”

 Roxanne Meadows tries to solicit TZM members to abandon TZM and join TVP, and she accuses Peter
Merola of starting a mutiny to take control and misrepresent TVP. Peter Merola fumes and shouts down at
Roxanne Meadows and argues she is full of shit and liar and puts the cult leader bitch in her place with a
barrage of angry words.

Full discussion is taken from here:
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Listen around 40 minutes onwards for the entire thing.

Also available in this youtube video.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AseTgMygNdM&feature=player_embedded
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1. i think whats roxanne is saying is legit. i think shes right and i think that from square one PJ has always been an anarchist anti money atheist troll

parasite on the Venus Project. “Different direction” I think its very clear that tzm 3 is an hour long incitement to riot. PJs assorted povs are all
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polarized and polarizing, and yes, hes taking things in a completely different direction than Jaques over his own ego and his own perspective…

And that is sad and tragic… Because hes sucking TVP down…Everything Roxxanne is asking for is legit, is fair, and shes trying to hard to be
diplomatic about it… I don’t understand how anybody can be confused on this. TZM is an insane cult of ego, and sociopathic bullies… and all

PJ does is prove one more time that his tool kit is from the gutter as he cusses and makes a prick of himself… bingo! Yep, PJ, THAT is why
they MUST get away from you. You aren’t capable of neutral rational level headed thinking… just blaming and making other people wrong but
NEVER looking at yourself in the mirror to see whats maybe a bit off. PJ can’t handle constructive criticism and he can’t handle taking an adult

stance regarding these problems. He may have introduced the public to TVP, but as he did so he watered it down just about the same as “paul”
distorting the initial message of “Jesus.”

 pan said this on April 19, 2011 at 9:12 pm | Reply

I dont agree with you defending Roxanne at all she is a parasite stealing money from people to fund her own projects and lifestyle with
little regard to the advice given to her.
They’re both fucking parasites, Peter and Roxanne there is no side to take in this matter theyre both garbage and anyone who cant see it

is an idiot.

 anticultist said this on April 19, 2011 at 9:23 pm | Reply

(I’m French) You accusing Peter and Roxanne to be what exactly ? A Parasites ? by defenition parasites is something that

restraign something to move forward could you be a bit more articulated, please ? Is it not what you exacly doing now ?
restraining to move forward ?those peoples deserve a huge respect for all the effort they all bring by passion to makes this
WORLD BETTER. No one is now taking care of you as far as I know( politiciens, governments, banques, etc) No one suggest

something better so far, not even God. you’re on your own pal. Now Roxanne & Peter is fighting togheter to clarified there
direction thats it ( it’s not happen sometime in every good family ?) those NOBLE PERSONAGE work realy hard to design ower
own futur give them a helping hand. Why are you so bad to them ? are you surprise by what you saw in ther materials, get real

would you. So far they ( TZM & TVP) expose way more real fact then any other media around this entiere planete ( unless you’re
conecting in outer limits) So let’s proceed from that point. Now if you still not understand this just wait and grow up a bit or get the
f* out the dance floor ! m’o.k.? Please be good and patient you already want’s the world to get better, Right? You are not god,
they are not god, i’m not god, So lets work all together step by step even if we have to go back one or two steps sometime. It’s

all good Bro, dont worry

 Richard said this on June 11, 2011 at 2:07 pm
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I agree with Pan. Peter Joseph clearly has deviated to far to be calling the organization he started the “activist arm.” The ending of
Zeitgeist Moving Forward would lead to nothing short of a police state if it were to actually happen. A few reforms may occur thereafter,
but that would probably be the furthest extent of that upheaval.

True as well that PJ rails against the monetary/price system. Fresco instead sees the market system as a natural stage of evolution and
that it evolve in accordance with the governing laws of nature. He does not seek to destroy the prices system, he simply seeks to evolve
out of it. However, Peter Joseph does not highlight this aspect and the result is indeed polarizing. It is not the monetary system that is the

root problem of societal ills as Peter Joseph claims, it is instead scarcity of resources, knowledge, and time. The true enemy is not
money. The true enemy is scarcity. This is Fresco’s view and Peter does not support that in his films clearly at all. Instead he supports a
rash, combative, and bellicose.

 biophily said this on April 22, 2011 at 7:06 am | Reply

2. could be true. I have never seen any proof that shes that bad. it doesn’t matter. whats she is asking for here is legit for her to ask for and should
be respected, irregardless. I’m hardly defending her. I have never seen what i would consider to be evidence shes that bad a person. In this

case however she makes every effort to be diplomatic and conscientious. If she is lying or whatever .. this does not come out in listening. As far
as i am concerned whos in the right in this particular interaction is very clear. PJ is a prick to her because hes a prick period, he can’t help it.
I’m not saying shes blameless. I’m just saying that what she is asking for she has every right to ask for and that having asked for it the only thing
left for tzm to do is comply. I am linking to your blog tho. I hope that makes for a smile on your face… lol ———————

—————-

Events of recent with the splitting of TZM and TVP have proven that the core points of conflict which I have with TZM are shared by TVP.
This was a predictable outcome of TZM failing to listen to people like
me. Roxanne tries to be so diplomatic about it, but lets talk about the different directions TZM was taking things in. To start, TZM was always
a cult of personality. The way in which it venerated Jaques was always
patently cultish. Its one thing to promote him and his ideas. Its another thing to do so in a way that makes of him a cult of personality style

celebrity, something which Jaques never wanted. For another thing
then, PJ also becomes the second person in that cult of personality and VTV the third person. I wouldn’t want TZM to continue representing
me where they can’t keep patent sociopaths from bullying the public.
In the latest melt down with PJ cussing out Roxxanne, so much more becomes clear than PJ realizes. She tries desperately to be as diplomatic
as possible; And PJ shows us again why hes a jerk and can’t be trusted.
Hes a hot headed potty mouth, hes polarized and polarizing, he can’t take meaningful criticism and his ears are closed. He emits. He does not
listen. And what hes got in mind is rioting, is fighting AGAINST the money system,

and this is not what TVP proposes. His movie TZM 3 is an hour long incitement to riot. This is not the direction of TVP. I am honestly floored
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and amused to hear people asking “what can we do better,
what did we do wrong. why can’t we fix it?” Its not fixable. PJ is an ego tripping ego freak who gets angry whenever you push up against his
cognitive dissonance. VTV is a patently sociopathic abusive person. You
can’t talk sense with such people. The implication for some is that TVP did not try to talk sense with them. This seems ludicrous. Its clear that
even now as Roxxane tries to speak diplomatically and positively,

PJ is completely unglued from neutrality or being moral or ethical or compassionate towards her and can not imagine how he could have done
anything wrong. He can’t allow his own mind to look at himself to see any error
or flaw. Thus those flaws can not be addressed and thus TVP is always dealing with a wingnut whos in essence taken over their message and
corrupted it for use for athiests and anarchists who want to FIGHT the system
and “Take it down”. Its disturbing to think that this has gone on this long. I’m proud of TVP for finally getting clear on this and breaking free
from TZM which is little more than a social parasite. And Roxanne is right.

If you want to suppot TVP; support TVP. the door is open. But TZM has long since proven redundantly that its insane and can’t be trusted. I
was saying this almost a year ago now. And now TVP is saying in essence the same thing.

TZMers should pay attention. TVP has woken up to the truth about TZM- that its a cult going in self sabotaging and negative directions. Don’t
you think its time that everyone else got clear on this?
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 pan said this on April 19, 2011 at 9:46 pm | Reply

She has shown plenty of times she is not to be trusted and is a decieptful person:

http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/01/18/the-venus-project-is-not-just-non-profit/

The comments in this thread show exactly why, this was the first of many times she showed her true colours, everything with her is
monetary gain based. She is after nothing but control of income and wants to secure funds for her and Jacque and is unwilling to disclose
the finances when asked outright to be open and honest about it.

 anticultist said this on April 19, 2011 at 10:27 pm | Reply

3. Haha! This is funny! You are really entertaining! Keep up the good work!
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 ahhaa!! said this on April 19, 2011 at 10:16 pm | Reply

Indeed this is all very funny, the TVP/TZM split is extremely comical for the rest of us.

All the problems that are now surfacing in the arguments between Zeitards, zeitard leaders and the TVP cult leaders are things we critics
have been telling them for years.

 anticultist said this on April 19, 2011 at 10:24 pm | Reply

4. thanks for having the good handy info she can be deceitful. I still would have to ask that we not call each other names in this drama like that
because its going to work a lot better where i am coming from and posting it if you can find more neutral language by which to write this.

Anyhow. I am glad to see you back and its quite the party, everything we prophecied would happen did isn’t it ludicrous that they all treat
THEM as prophets? lol

 pan said this on April 20, 2011 at 3:51 am | Reply

5. “cult leader>>bitch<<" please. please, your signal is stronger and better if you don't drop down to this.
sometimes less is more. esp when trying to use this like i am.

 pan said this on April 20, 2011 at 3:54 am | Reply

I dont do neutral or hold back pan :) I just say what I feel, but yeah I get ya if you wanna be politically correct and polite, thats not my
thing.

 anticultist said this on April 20, 2011 at 8:42 am | Reply

6. https://www.facebook.com/home.php?sk=group_150586671662676&view=doc&id=168641199857223

 pan said this on April 20, 2011 at 3:54 am | Reply

7. TZM is not advocating TVP but rather RBE in general, TVP is not the only movement that is pushing for RBE
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 A zeitard said this on April 20, 2011 at 9:58 pm | Reply

This pretty much shows how zeitarded you are. They have been agressively and singularly advocating TVP on their forum and in their

mercahndising and media for the last two years, only now since daddy Fresco bitch slapped your movement, its members and its leader
have you all decided to look for another outlet.

If you plan on trying to hide these details from people who have been following and involved in TZM since its inception you are only
going to wind up looking more zeitarded, do not bother.

 anticultist said this on April 20, 2011 at 10:19 pm | Reply

Again, please do not call me “zeitarded” because it is insulting. “Zeitard” is an automatic label you have given to me because I am
part of the movement, hence my name. The thing is, I don’t read the main forums, I haven’t even registered there (partly because
of the ridiculous questionaire they have there). I don’t know about the main forums really, I am simply sharing my understanding of

the movement which is based on the finnish community. We do not advocate TVP here as the only solution but rather one of the
many possible solution, what is relevant is that we need better system that considers the earths carrying capacity.

Now could you please open my comments to be viewed on the another thread?

 A zeitard said this on April 21, 2011 at 8:37 am

8. I think it hilarous what Roxanne is saying: “Don’t use our materials (to promote/spread information/advocate TVP) if you don’t do exactly as
we say (give MONEY and volunteer)”

LOL

I totally understand PJ

For me TZM never was about TVP but about awareness, promotion of renewable energies, a better economic system (RBE) and most of all
CHANGE for the better

 A zeitard said this on April 20, 2011 at 11:28 pm | Reply
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It is very funny that she should say dont have anything to do with TZM and leave our materials alone, and then in the same sentence ask
Zeitgeisters to leave TZM and go and join her to help only her in TVP.

She is clearly either stupid, ignorant or plain crazy.

 anticultist said this on April 20, 2011 at 11:39 pm | Reply

9. The Venus Project is preserving it’s dignity by dumping the Zeitgeist group and staying true to its vision. It has risked losing hundreds/thousands
of supporters (and their money) for the sake of preserving the integrity of their vision. Is that money grubbing? Or simply being real?

Here’s the deal: many members claim that Fresco is very inspiring. For this they love him, as he gives them something to hope for and his
ideology fulfills the role of religion in their lives because it soothes their heartache at the conditions of the world. He gives them something very
hard to come by in the secular belief system: alleviation from hopelessness, depression, and fear. His ideology boosts their esteem and relieves

their anxiety resulting from their powerlessness in this world. Again, they literally Love him for giving them this (whether they realize this or not).
He does not ask for the love; it simply comes to him. He has no obligation to people simply because they happen to love him and want to give

him money or promote. What is he supposed to do? -serve the people who are loving him and act in accordance with their expectations

because he somehow owes them now?
They promoted his direction and his name out of their own love for him, and greatly benefited emotionally from this because it gave them a

sense of purpose and meaning in their lives. I want to make one thing VERY CLEAR: Their Love for him is their OWN MISTAKE.
If they want to continue loving him, he will let them, but only if they don’t threaten his plan. If they threaten his plan, they become an obstacle.

Fresco never went to anyone asking. Everyone who has ever worked with him did so because they liked what they saw and came to him.
The members should have recognized that they were entering into a relationship in which they will give and not see anything in return, because it

is not Fresco who loves them, it is they who love Fresco. It has always been that way throughout Fresco’s entire life, and people leave the

relationship mad at Fresco because they so foolishly loved him. Is it Fresco’s fault that he is so lovable?

If I meet someone on the street and find him very charismatic and inspiring, and then proceed to love him because he gives meaning to my life, I

should not expect that he owes me anything because I ended up funding the project he believes in and elevated his reputation around town. He
owes me nothing, and to expect that he does is an idiotic and very naive reaction. I was merely loving like a fool. My own stupidity got me

duped.

 biophily said this on April 22, 2011 at 7:09 am | Reply

10. zeitard and tvp idiot here–neither Jacque, Roxanne or Peter–neither one of them is entirely without blame or entirely to blame. The world is not
black and white–people are not good or bad. We cannot even gage good or bad–as it is based on this stupid brutish system anyway. Both of
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them, their backs are against the wall and they just don’t trust each other and both could be seeing a bigger picture–attempting to see each

other’s point of view would be more constructive.

There is really is no definite good or bad. If I go steal from someone is that bad?? When the system is designed to keep me from the things that
I should have a right–same as anyone–to be able to use???

 Lauren Todd said this on April 27, 2011 at 12:00 am | Reply

11. this petty stance u all have taken of dramatizing the “name” or the side taking of one of 2 parties that want almost identical movements to occur.

I feel this position tvp is taking against peter is nothing but a question of credit and not a passion to change. without the social connection and
influence that tzm has proposed tvp will not affect the minds of our world that can promote change. We are one and must begin to think as a

collective unit rather than securing a “name” instead of an actual move. It’s petty to here such capable human beings fall into such a low level of
egotistical quarrels. I honestly believe peter suggests a very valid point in that any more money spent should be on creating the first city! Another

movie is a waste of effort as Peter has made the point clear that change is needed and has represented tvp as the best way to change, and no

other movie is going to prepare us more than that for change. Build the future stop talking about it. Now while we have the freedom and growth.
to fall into this drama over who has the final word has nothing to do with the “movement” itself.. altruism and selflessness is the key. why are we

not acting accordingly?

 omgness said this on April 27, 2011 at 7:22 am | Reply

12. It seems that TVP has not achieved much in 30 years.

TZM is advocating a resource based economy. The concepts or ideas of TVP are a part of developing a resource based economy.

Neither Jacques not Roxanne can claim ownership to mankinds future nor can TVP surely imagine that they are the sole and exclusive

custodians of this future. It is arrogant to the core to state that other scientists and engineers will be excluded from inputs.

I have held back from committing myself to either of these organizations. In the early stages of all organizations , these power plays will arise. It

seems apparent to me the TVP has suddenly seen an oppurtunity for power, wealth and status and are now trying to take control.

The concept at stake here is A resource based economy as a solution to mankinds future.

We must at all costs avoid making this an issue of allegiance to TZM or TVP.

My understanding is that we need a factual, unemotional educational campaign to get people to understand where our current system is taking
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us, and the causes.

The solution is then to be developed by people in response to this knowledge, not dictated to them by TZM or TVP.

I believe TZM should move on without TVP – TVP will probably return to the obscurity it enjoyed before.

The essence of TZM is now released from the shackles of personality.

A Resource Based Economy becomes the focal point of TZM, and embraces any and all forward thinking persons, scientists and engineers
who are prepared to engage a new world order based on balancing planetary resources and human needs – as opposed to being shackled by

an individual or two, who would claim ownership of the process.

We currently see TZM in an activist, awareness phase – and this is logically the first phase.

However, as a matter of urgency – TZM needs to engage at all levels to develop possible responses, solutions, models for a sustainable new

order. This effort should engage everyone with potential contributions, expertise, knowledge to develop a blueprint – if TVP wishes to be a part
of that welcome them, if they want to own that- let them go on their own.

The activist, education phase is far from complete – this phase does not focus on solutions – in fact it was erroneous to propose TVP as the
solution. The educational phase merely creates awareness as to where this system is headed, and the core reasons for that.

When a critical mass of sensitized people is achieved, we go about developing a responsive solution in a systematic way utilizing the inputs of

everybody with capacity to do so. We do not assume from the standstill that TVP is the solution based on one mans say so!

In the meanwhile we do need to get some draft proposals going for a sustainable solution to mankinds problems. These will be rehashed down

the line.

Dump TVP now, establish the core focal point of TZM as developing a suitable new world economy – one which marries the needs of humans
and the planet.

TZM – Advocating a new world economy. Right now we are sensitizing people to the need for a New World Economy – thereafter the people
will define it – whatever it will be. Jacques Fresco proposes just one solution of many possible solution – Resource Based Economy, we cannot

exclude other potentials.

 Brandon said this on May 1, 2011 at 8:04 pm | Reply
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13. I used to nurture respect for you..that till you started ”bitching” everyone.One word* to define them all huh? Such a shame..
About the post: thief stealing thief,snake eating snake etc.. should draw the picture..p.s Roxanne can’t even manage to express herself in her

own language..enough said..as for PJM,well simple, he is a psychopath..and they’ll always win an arguement. So who should we pick?!..two

argue..I go looking for the third. They should do a great job annihilating one another,so we’re all relieved and saved the trouble. We got
lucky,can’t you see?!! Peace.

 GE said this on May 3, 2011 at 6:02 pm | Reply

14. This topic affords great entertainment: PJ and Roxanne are like two gorged parasites quibbling over how to ‘share’ the next host. It’s

probably unintentional humour but the verbal contortions they go through while dancing around each other’s intentions are better than most
professional script writers of late could put into some of

their best soap operas.

Thank you for posting this info…it’s a real eye-opener for me.

 chiram said this on May 8, 2011 at 1:13 pm | Reply

15. That’s a faked conversation!

 nextnyc said this on July 5, 2011 at 6:28 am | Reply

LOL ^^^^ What a get out of jail free statement folks. Only a conspiracy theorist could fictionalise something that is fact.

 anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:49 pm | Reply

16. Did anyone actually listen to the darn “conversation”? It was clearly 2 different recordings, 1 really of Roxanne and the other of someone who

sounds a bit like PJ.

 nextnyc said this on July 5, 2011 at 6:31 am | Reply

hahaha two…sorry I mean too…funny
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 anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:49 pm | Reply

17. This is quite nice read / listen, also the thing about their profit companies was a nice read, and how she came across on that. I think I’ve lost all

the respect I had for the TVP, which is kinda sad cause I used to vouch for them.

 lolok  said this on August 18, 2011 at 10:04 pm | Reply
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